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The B~ Bang 


The elephlmrs trunk is six feet long and one foot thick and containf 

thousand muscles. Elephants can use their trunks to uproot trees, 
timber, or carefully place huge logs in position when recruited to 
bridges. An elephant can curl its trunk around a pencil and draw 
ters on letter-size paper. With the two muscular extensions at the 
can remove a thorn, pick up a pin or a dime, uncork a bottle, slide 
bolt off a cage door and hide it on a ledge, or grip a cup so 
without breaking it, that only another elephant can pull it away. 
is sensitive enough for a blindfolded elephant to ascertain the shape 
texture of objects. In the wild, elephants use their trunks to pull 
clumps ofgrass and tap them against their knees to knock off the 
to shake coconuts out of palm trees, and to powder their bodies 
dust. They use their trunks to probe the ground as they walk, 
pit traps, and to dig wells and siphon water from them. Elephants 
walk underwater on the beds ofdeep rivers or swim like submarines 
miles, using their trunks as snorkels. They communicate through 
trunks by trumpeting, humming, roaring, piping, purring, 
and making a crumpling-metal sound by rapping the trunk against 
ground. The trunk is lined with chemoreceptors that allow the elenrum 
to smell python hidden in the grass or fOod a mile away. 
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Elephants are the only living animals that possess this extraordi
organ. Their closest living terrestrial relative is the hyrax, a mam
that you would probably not be able to tell from a large guioea 
~ntil now you have probably not given the uniqueness of the 

Lant's trunk a moment's thought. Certainly no biologist has made 
about it. But now imagine what might happen ifsome biologists 
elephants. Obsessed with the unique place ofthe trunk in nature, 
might ask how it could have evolved, given that no other organ-

has a trunk or anything like it. One school might try to think up 
to narrow the gap. They would first point out that the elephant 

.the hyrax share about 90% of their DNA and thus could not be 
that different. They might say that the trunk must not be as com

as everyone thought; perhaps the number ofmuscles had been 
iscounted. They might further note that the hyrax really does have 

but somehow it has been overlooked; after all, the hyrax does 
nostrils. Though their attempts to train hyraxes to pick up 

with their nostrils have failed, some might trumpet their suc
at training the hyraxes to push toothpicks around with their 

noting that stacking tree trunks or drawing on blackboards 
from it only in degree. The opposite school, maintaining the 

.piqueness ofthe trunk, might insist that it appeared all at once in the 
offspring of a particular trunkless elephant ancestor, the product of a 

dramatic mu,tation. Or they might say that the trunk somehow 
as an automatic by-product of the elephant's having evolved a 
head. They might add another paradox for trunk evolution: the 

absurdly more intricate and well coordinated than any ances
elephant would have needed. 
These arguments might strike us as peculiar, but every one of 

~em has been made by scientists of a different species about a com
plex organ that that species alone possesses, language. As we shall see 

this chapter, Chomsky and some of his fiercest opponents agree 
one thing: that a uniquely human language instinct seems to be 

.iocompatible with the modem Darwinian theory of evolution, in 
Which complex biological systems arise by the gradual accumulation 
Qver generations ofrandom genetic mutations that enhance reproduc
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tive success. Either there is no language instinct, or it must have 
evolved by other means. Since I have been trying to convince you that 
there is a language instinct but would certainly forgive you if you 
would rather believe Darwin than believe me, I would also like to 
convince you that you need not make that choice. Though we know 
few details about how the language instinct evolved, there is no reason 
to doubt that the principal explanation is the same as ror any other 
complex instinct or organ, Darwin's theory ofnatural selection. 

Language is obviously as different from other animals' communica
tion systems· as the elephant's trunk is different from other animals' 
nostrils. Nonhuman communication systems are based on one of 
three designs: a finite repertory. ofcalls (one ror warnings ofpredators, 
one for claims to territory, and so on), a continuous analog signal that 
registers the magnitude of some state (the livelier the dance of the 
bee, the richer the food source that it is telling its hivemates about), 
or a series ofrandom variations on a theme (a birdsong repeated with 
a new twist each time: Charlie Parker with feathers). As we have seen, 
human language has a very different design. The discrete combinatoc 
rial system Called "grammar" makes human language infinite (there is· 
no limit to the number ofcomplex words or sentence in a language), 
digital (this infinity is achieved by rearranging discrete elements in 
particular orders and combinations, not by varying some signal along 
a continuum like the mercury in a thermometer), andcompositiona.l 
(each of the infinite combinations has a different meaning predictabit; 
from the meanings of its parts and the rules and principles arranging 
them). .. 

Even the seat ofhuman language in the brain is special. The vocaJ 
calls of primates are controlled not by their cerebral cortex but.by 
phylogenetically older neural structures in the brain stem and limbi~ 
systems, structures that are heavily involved in emotion. H~i 
vocalizations other ~ language, like sobbing, laughing, moaning. 
and shouting in pain, are also controlled subcortically. 
structures even control the swearing that follows the arrival ofa 
mer on a thumb, that emerges as an involuntary tic in Tourette's syn, 
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drome, and that can survive as Broca's aphasics' only speech. Genuine 
language, as we saw in the preceding chapter, is seated in the cerebral 
cortex, Primarily the left perisylvian region. 

Some psychologists believe that changes in the vocal organs and 
in the neural circuitry that produces and perceives· speech sounds are 
the onb'aspects oflanguage that evolved in our species. On this view, 
there are a few general learning abilities found throughout the animal 
kingdom, and they work most efficiendy in humans. At some point in 
history language was invented and refined, and we have been learning 
it ever since. The idea that species-specific behavior is caused byanat
omy and general intelligence is captured in the Gary Larson Fllr Side 
cartoon in which two bears hide behind a tree near a human couple 
relaxing on a blanket. One says: "C'mon! Look at these fangs! . . . 
lQok at these claws! ... You think we're supposed to eat just honey 
and berries?" 

According to this view, chimpanzees are the second-best learners 
in the animal kingdom, so they should be able to acquire a language 
too, albeit a simpler one. AU it takes is a teacher. In the 1930s and 
1940s two psychologist couples adopted baby chimpanzees. The 

chimps became part of the f.unily and learned to dress, use the toilet, 

brush their teeth, and wash the dishes. One of them, Gua, was raised 

alongside a boy of the same age but never spoke a word. The other, 

\ftki, was given arduous training in speech, mainly by the foster par
eilts' mOulding the puzzled chimp's lips and tongue into the right 

$hapes. With a lot of practice, and often with the help of her own 


~ds, Vtki learned to make three utterances that charita..ble listeners 

CQuid hear as PIIPII, mllmll, and cup, though she. often confused them 

when she got excited. She could respond to some stereotyped formu

las, like Kiss me and Bring me the dog, but stared blankly when asked 

to act Out a novel combination like Kiss the dog. 


But Gua and Vtki were at a disadvantage: they were forced to use 
their vocal apparatus, which was not designed for speech and which 
d:tey could not voluntarily control. Beginning in the late 1960s, sev
eral f.unous projects claimed to have taught language to baby chim
panzees with the help ofmore user-friendly media. (Baby chimps are 
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used because the adults are not the hairy clowns in overalls you see on 
television, but strong, vicious wild animals who have bitten fingers off 
several well-known psychologists.) Sarah learned to string magnetized 
plastic shapes on a board. Lana and Kanzi learned to press buttons 
with symbols on a large computer console or point to them on a por
table tablet. Washoe and Koko (a gorilla) were said to have acquired 
American Sign Language. According to their trainers, these apes 
learned hundreds ofwords, strung them together in meaningful sen~ 
tence, and coined new phrases, like water bird for a swan and· cookie 
rock for a stale Danish. "Language is no longer the exclusive domain 
ofman," said Koko's trainer, Francine (Penny) Patterson. 

These claims quickly captured the public's imagination and were 
played up in popular science books and magazines and television prQ--: 
grams like National Geographic, Nopa, Sixty Minutes, and 20/20. Not 
only did the projects seem to consummate our age-old yearning to 
talk to the animals, but the photo opportunities of attractive women 
communing with apes, evocative of the beauty-and-the-beast ar:che
type, were not lost on the popular media. Some of the projectsweri:
covered by People, Life, and Penthouse magazines, and they were fic
tionalized in a bad movie starring Holly Hunter called Animal Behap
ior and in a famous Pepsi commercial. 

Many scientists have also been captivated, seeing the projects as 
a healthy deflation of our species' arrogant chauvinism. I have seell 
popular-science columns that list the acquisition oflanguage by chim
panzees as one of the major scientific discoveries of the century. In lJ 
recent, widely excerpted book, Carl Sagan and Ann Druyan have used 
the ape language experiments as part of a call for us to reassess our 
place in nature: 

A sharp distinction between human beings and "animals" is 
essential if we are to bend them to our will, make them work 
fur us, wear them, eat them-without any disquieting tinges of 
guilt or regret. With untroubled consciences, we can render 
whole species exrlnct-as we do today to the tune of 100 
speces a day. Their loss is oflittle import: Those beings, we tell 
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ourselves, are not like us. An unbridgeable gap has thus a prac
tical role to play beyond the mere stroking ofhuman egos. Isn't 
there much to be proud of in the lives of monkeys and apes? 
Shouldn't we be glad to acknowledge a connection with 
Leakey, Imo, or Kanzi? Remember those macaques who would 
rather go hungry then profit from harming their fellows; might 
we have a more optimistic view of the human future ifwe were 
sure our ethics were up to their standards? And, viewed from 
this perspective, how shall we judge our treatment ofmonkeys 
and apes? 

This well-meaning but misguided reasoning could only have COme 
from writers who are not biologists. Is it really "humility" for us to 
save species from extinction because we think they are like us? 9r 
because they seem like a bunch of nice guys? What al:lout aU the 
creepy, nasty, selfish animals who do not remind us of ~urselves, or 
our image of what we would like to be-can we go ahea<1and wipe 
them out? And Sagan and Druyan ar:~' no friends of the apes if they 
think the reason we s~ou}.d treat the apes fairly is that they c~. be 
~ught human language. Like many other writers, Sagan and Droyaq 
are far too credulous about the claims of the chimpanzee trainers. 

People who spend a lot of timewith arum.·als ar:.e pl'.one to devel.. , 
oping inc.1ulgent atp.tudes about their powers of communication. My 
sreat-aunt Bella insisted in all sincerity that her Siamese cat Rusty 
up.derstoodEng:lish~ Many of the claims of the ape train~rs were not 
much more sci~ntific. ~qst ofthe trainers were. schooled in the behav
iQrist tradition of B. F. Skinner and ar:e ignorant of the study of lan
guage; they latched on to the most tc::nqoqs resemblance between 
chimp and child and proclaimed that $eir abilities ar:e fundamentally 
the same. The more enthusiastic trainers went over the heads ofscien
tists and maQe their engaging case. directly to the public on the 
Tonight ShOlf' and Nlltional Geographic. Patterson in partiCtU¥ has 
fQund ways to e~cuse .{<okD's performance on the grounds that the 
gorilla is fonQ ofpuns, jokes, metaphors, and mischievous lies. Gener
aUy the stronger the claims about the animal's abilities~ the skimpier 
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the data made available to the scientific community for evaluation. 
Most of the trainers have refused all requests to share their raw data, 
and Washoe's trainers, Beatrice and Alan Gardner, threatened to sue 

another researcher because he used frames of one of their films (the 
only raw data available to him) in a critical scientific article. That 

researcher, Herbert Terrance, together with the psychologists Lara 
Ann Petitto, Richard Sanders, and Tom Bever, had tried to teach ASL 
to one ofWashoe's relatives, whom they named Nim Chimpsky. They 
carefully tabulated and analyzed his signs, and Petitto, with the psy
chologist Mark Seidenberg, also scrutinized the videotapes and what 
published data there were on the other signing apes, whose abilities 
were similar to Nim's. More recently, Joel Wallman has written a his
tory of the topic called Aping lAngUlJge. The moral of their investiga

tion is: Don't believe everything you hear on the Tonight Show. 
To begin with, the apes did not "learn American Sign Lan

guage." This preposterous claim is based on the myth that ASL' isa 

crude system of pantomimes and gestures rather than a full languag~ 
with complex phonology, morphology, and syntax. In fact the apes 
had not learned any true ASL signs. The one deaf native signer on the 
Washoe team later made these candid remarks: 

Every time the chimp made a sign, we were supposed to write 

it down in the log .... They were always complaining because 
my log didn't show enough signs. All the hearing people 
turned in logs with long lists of signs. They always saw more 

signs than I did.... I watche~ really carefully. The chimp's 
hands were moving constantly. Maybe I missed something, but 
I don't think so. I just wasn't seeing any signs. The hearing 

people were logging every movement the chimp made as a 
sign. Every time the chimp put his finger in his mouth, they'd 
say "Oh, he's making the sign for drink,'" and they'd give him 
some milk.... When the chimp scratched itself, they'd record 

it as the sign for scratch. ... When [the chimps] want some
thing, they reach. Sometimes [the trainers would] say, "Oh, 
amazing, look at that, it's exactly like the ASL sign for give!" 

It wasn't. 
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To arrive at their vocabulary counts in the hundreds, the investigators 
would also "translate" the chimps' pointing as a sign for you, their 
hugging as a sign for hug, their picking, tickling, and kissing as signs 
for pick, tickle, and kiss. Often the same movement would be credited 
to the chimps as diffi:rent ''words,'' depending on what the observers 
thought the appropriate word would be in the context. In the experi
ments in which the chimps interacted with a computer console, the 
key that the chimp had to press to initialize the computer· was trans
lated as the word plellSe. Petitto estimates that with more standard 
criteria the true vocabulary count would be closer to 25 than 125. 

Actually, what the chimps were really doing was more interesting 
than what they were claimed to be doing. Jane Goodall, visiting the 
project, remarked to Terrace and Petitto that every one of Nirn's so
called signs was familiar to her from her observations of chimps in the 
wild. The chimps were relying heavily on the gestures in their natural 
repertoire, rather than learning true arbitrary ASL signs with their 
combinatorial phonological structure of hand shapes, motions, loca
tions, and orientations. Such backsliding is common when humans 
train animals. Two enterprising students ofB. F. Skinner, Keller and 
Marian Breland, took his principles for shaping the behavior of rats 
and pigeons with schedules of reward and turned them into a lucrative 
career of training circus animals. They recounted their experiences in 
a famous article called "The Misbehavior of Organisms," a play on 
Skinner's book The Behavior of Organisms. In some of their acts the 
animals were trained to insert poker chips in little juke boxes and ven
ding machines for a food reward. Though the training schedules were 
the same for the various animals, their species-specific instincts bled 
through. The chickens spontaneously pecked at the chips, the pigs 
tossed and rooted them with their snouts, and the raccoons rubbed 
and washed them. 

The chimp's abilities at anything one would want to call gram

mar were next to nil. Signs were not coordinated into the well-defined 
motion contours ofASL and were not inflected for aspect, agreement, 
an4 so on-a striking omission, since inflection is the primary means 
in ASL ofconveying who did what to whom and many other kinds of 
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information. The trainers frequendy claim that the chimps have syn
tax, because pairs of signs are sometimes placed in One order more 
often than chance would predict, and because the brighter chimps can 

act out sequences like Would you please CIIrry the cooler to Penny. But 
remember from the Loebner Prize competition (for the most convinc

ing computer simulation of a conversational partner) how easy it is to 
fool people into thinking that their interlocutors have humanlike tal
ents. To unde~tand the request, the chimp could ignore the symbols 
would, you, please, carry, the, and to; all the chimp had to notice was 
the order of the two nouns (and in most of the tests, not even that, 
because it is more natural to carry a cooler to a person than a person 
to a cooler). True, some of the chimps can carry out these commands 
more reliably than a two-year-old child, but this says more about tern., 

perament than about grammar: the chimps are highly trained animal 
acts, and a two-year-old is a two-year-old. 

As fur as spontaneous output is concerned, there is no compari.-. 
SOn. Over several years of intensive training, the average length of 
the chimps' "sentences" remains constant. With nothing more than 
exposure to speakers, the average length ofa child's sentences shoo.ts 
off like a rocket. Recall that typical sentences from a two-year-old 
child are Look at that train Ursula brought and Wegoing turn light (}If, 
so you can't see. Typical sentences from a language-trained chimp are: 

Nim eat Nim eat. 
Drink eat me Nim. 

Me gum me gum. 
Tickle me Nim play. 
Me eat me eat. 
Me banana you banana me you give. 
You me banana me banana you. 

Banana me me me eat. 
Give. orange me give eat orange me eat orange give me eat 

orange give me you. 

These jumbles bear scant resemblance to children's sentences. (Ry: 
watching long enough, ofcourse, one is bound to find random 
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binations in the chimps' gesturing that can be given sensible interpre
tations, like water bird). But the strings do resemble animal behavior 
in the wild. The zoologist E. O. Wtlson, summing up a survey of 

animal communication. remarked on its most striking property: ani
mals, he said, are "repetitious to the point ofinanity." 

Even putting aside vocabulary, phonology, morphology, and 
syntax, what impresses one the most about chimpanzee signing is that 

fundamentally, deep down, chimps just don't "get it." They know 
that the trainers like them to sign and that signing often gets them 
what they want, but they never seem to feel in their bones what Ian. 

guage is and how to use it. They do not take turns in conversation 
but instead blithely sign simultaneously with their partner, frequendy 
offto the side or under a table rather than in the standardized signing 

space in front of the body. (Chimps also like to sign with their feet, 
but no One blames them for taking advantage of this anatomical gift.) 

The chimps seldom sign spontaneously; they have to be molded, 
drilled, and coerced. Many of their "sentences," especially the Ones 
shOwing systematic ordering, are direct imitations ofwhat the trainer 

has just signed, or minor variants of a small number of formulas that 

they have been trained On thousands of times. They do not even 
clearly get the idea that a particular sign might refer to a kind of 
object. Most of the chimps' object signs can refer to any aspect of the 

situation with which an object is typically associated. Toothbrush can 
mean "toothbrush," "toothpaste," "brushing teeth," "I want my 

toothbrush," or "It's time for bed." Juice can mean "juice," "where 
juice is usually kept," or "Take me to where the juice is kept. " Recall 
from Ellen Markman's experiments in Chapter 5 that children use 

these "thematic" associations when sorting pictures into groups, but 
they ignore them when learning word meanings; to them, a dllX is a 
dog or another dog, not a dog or its bone. Also, the chimps rarely 


make statements that comment On interesting objects or actions; vir

tually all their signs are demands for something they want, usually 

food or tickling. I cannot help but think of a moment with my two

year-old niece Eva that captures how different are the minds ofchild 


..and chimp_ One night the family was driving on an expressway, and 
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when the adult conversation died down, a tiny voice from the back 
seat said, "Pink." I fullowed her gaze, and on the horizon several 
miles away I could make out a pink neon sign. She was commenting 
on its color, JUSt for the sake of commenting on its color. 

Within the field of psychology, most of the ambitious claims 
about chimpanzee language are a thing ofthe past. Nim's trainer Her
bert Terrace, as mentioned, turned from enthusiast to whistle-blower. 
David Premack, Sarah's trainer, does not claim that what she acquired 
is comparable to human language; he uses the symbol system as a tool 
to do chimpanzee cognitive psychology. The Gardners and Patterson 
have distanced themselves from the community ofscientific discourse: 
for over a decade. Only one team is currently making claims about 
language. Sue Savage-Rumbaugh and Duane Rumbaugh concede 
that the chimps they trained at the computer console did not learn 
much. But they are now claiming that a different variety of chimpan
zee does much better. Chimpanzees come from some half a dozen 
mutually isolated "islands" of forest in the west African continent, 
and the groups have diverged over the past million years to the point 
where some of the groups are sometimes classified as belonging to 
different species. Most of the trained chimps were "common 
chimps"; Kanzi is a "pygmy chimp" or "bonobo," and he learned 
to bang on visual symbols on a portable tablet. Kanzi, says Savage. 
Rumbaugh, does substantially better at learning symbols (and at 

understanding spoken language) than common chimps. Why he 
would be expected to do so much better than members ofhis sibling 
species is not clear; contrary to some reports in the press, pygmy 
chimps are no more closely related to humans than common chimps 
are. Kanzi is said to have learned his graphic symbols without having. 
been laboriously trained on them-but he was at his mother's side 
watching while she was laboriously trained on them (unsuccessfully). 
He is said to use the symbols for purposes other than requesting.......hUl 
at best only four percent of the time. He is said to use three-symbol 
"sentences"-but they are really fixed funnulas with no internal st:1'UC~ 
ture and are not even three symbols long. The so-called sentences ~ 
all chains like the symbol for chase followed by the symbol for hide 
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followed by a point to the person Kanzi wants to do the chasing and 
hiding. Kanzi's language abilities, ifone is being charitable, are above 
those of his common cousins by a just-noticeable difference, but no 
more. 

What an irony it is that the supposed attempt to bring Homo 
sapiens down a few notches in the natural order has taken the fonn of 
US humans hectoring another species into emulating our instinctive 
(onn of communication, or some artificial fonn we have. invented, as 
if mat were the me~ure of biological worth. The chimpanze~' resis
tance is no shame on them; a human would surely do no better if 
trained to hoot and shriek like a chimp, a symmetrical project that 
makes about as much sci~ntific sense. In fact, the idea that some spe
cies needs our intervention. before its members can display a useful 
s~, like some bird that could not fly until given a human education, 
is far from humble! 

So human language differs dramatically from natural and artificial ani
mal communication. What of it? Some people, recalling Darwin's 
insistence on the gradualness ofevolutionary change, seem to believe 
that a detailed examination of chimps' behavior is unnecessary: they 
must have some form oflanguage, as a matter ofprinciple. Elizabeth 
Bates, a vociferous critic of Chomskyan approaches to language, 
writes: 

If the basic structural principles of language cannot be learned 
(bottom up) or derived (top down), there are only two possible 
explanations for their existence: either Universal Grammar was 
endowed to us directly by the Creator, or else our species has 

undergone a mutation of unprecedented magnitude, a cogni
tive equivalent of the Big Bang.... We have to abandon any 
strong version ofthe discontinuity claim that has characterized 
generative grammar for thirty years. We have to find some way 
to ground symbols and syntax in the mental material that we 
share with other species. 

But, in fact, ifhuman language is unique in the modern animal king
as it appears to be, the implications fur a Darwinian account of 
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its evolution would be as follows: none. A language instinct Unique to 
modern humans poses no more of a paradox than a trunk Unique to 
modern elephants. No contradiction, no Creator, no big bang. 

Modern evolutionary biologists are alternately amused wd 
annoyed by a curious fact. Though most educated people profess to 
believe in Darwin's theory, what they really believe in is a modified 
ve~sion of the ancient theological notion of the Great Chain ofBeing: 
that all species are arrayed in a linear hierarchy with humans at the 
top. Darwin's contribution, according to this belief, was showing that 
each species on the ladder evolved from the species one rung down, 
instead of being allotted its rung by God. Dimly remembering their 
high school biology classes that took them on a tour ofthe phyla from 
"primitive" to "modern," people think roughly as follows: amoebas 
begat sponges which begat jellyfish which begat flatworms which 
begat trout which begat frogs which begat lizards which begat dino
saurs which begat anteaters which begat monkeys which begat chim
panzees which begat us. (I have skipped a few steps for the sake of 

brevity.) 

Amoebas 
The Wrong Theory I 

Sponges 
I 

Jellyfish 
I 

Flatworms 
I 

Trout 
I 

Frogs 
I 

Lizards 
I 

Dinosaurs 
I 

Anteaters 
I 

Monkeys 
I 

Chimpanzees 
I 

Homo sapiens 
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Hence the paradox: humans enjoy language while their neighbors on 
the adjacent rung have nothing of the kind. We expect a fade-in, but 
we see a big bang. 

But evolution did not make .a ladder; it made a bush. We did 
not evolve from chimpanzees. We and chimpanzees evolved from a 
common ancestor, now extinct. The human-chimp ancestor evolved 
not from monkeys but from an even older ancestor of the two, also 
extinct. And so on, back to our single-celled forebears. Paleontolo
gists like to say that to a first approximation, all species are extinct 
(ninety-nine percent is the usual estimate). The organisms we see 
around us are distant cousins, not great-grandparents; they are a few 
scattered twig-tips of an enormous tree whose branches and trunk are 
no longer with us. Simplifying a lot: 

The Right Theory 

Jellyfish Flatworms Trout lizards Anteaters Chimps H. sapiens Monkeys Sponges 
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Zooming in on our branch, we see chimpanzees offon a separate 

sub-branch, not sitting on top ofus. 

The Wrong Theory 

Monkeys 

The Right Theory 

I 
Orangutans 

GoJruas 
I 

Chimpanzees 

'U I . nomo s"pJens 

Gorillas Chimps 

A. "fricrinus I A. robustus 
A. "f"rensis 

1 
Homo h"bilis 

I 
Homo erectus 

Arch~derthalHo':'c I L'ICal 

mpiens Modern 
Homo 
s"piens 

We also see that a form of language could first have emerged at 
position of th,;: arrow, after the branch leading to humans split 
from the one leading to chimpanzees. The result would be langua~ 
less chimps and approximately five to seven million years in whldl 
language could have gradually evolved. Indeed, we should zoom 
even closer, because species do not mate and produce baby 
organisms mate and produce baby organisms. Species are an abbre' . 
tion for chunks ofa vast family tree composed of individuals, such 
the particular gorilla, chimp, australopithecine, erectus, archaic 
ens, Neanderthal, and modem sapiens I have named in this family 
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~ ifthe first trace ofa proto-language ability appeared in the ancestor 
the arrow, there could have been on the order of 350,000 genera

P-9ns between then and now for the ability to have been elaborated 
fine-tuned to the Universal Grammar we see today. For all we 

language could have had a gradual fade-in, even if no extant 
.$pecies, not even our closest living relatives the chimpanzees, have it. 

were plenty of organisms with intermediate language abilities, 
they ate all dead. 

Here is another way to think about it. People see chimpanzees, 
living species closest to us, and are tempted to conclude that they, 

t:he very least, must have some ability that is ancestral to language. 
bel;ause the evolutionary tree is a tree of individuals, not species, 
living species closest to us" has no special status; what that spe
is depends on the accidents of extinction. Try the follOwing 

thoullht experiment. Imagine that anthropolOgists discover a relict 
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population of Homo habi/is in some remote highland. Habi/is wOWq ..• 

now be our closest living relatives. Would that take the pressure off 
chimps, so it is not so imponant that they have something like lan
guage after all? Or do it the other way around. Imagine that some 
epidemic wiped out all the apes several thousand years ago. Would 
Darwin be in danger unless we showed that monkeys had language? 
If you are inclined to answer yes, just push the thought experiment 
one branch up: imagine that in the past some extraterrestrials devel
oped a craze for primate fur coats, and hunted and trapped all the 
primates to extinction except hairless us. Would insectivores like ant
eaters have to shoulder the proto-language burden? What ifthea1iens 
went fur mammals in general? Or developed a taste for venebqte 
flesh, sparing us because they like the sitcom reruns that we inadver
tently broadcast into space? Would we then have to look for talking 
starfish? Or ground syntax in the mental material we share with se~ 
cucumbers? 

Obviously not. Our brains, and chimpanzee brains, and anteat~ 
brains, have whatever wiring they have; the wiring cannot change 
depending on which other species a continent away happen to survive 
or go extinct. The point ofthese thought experiments is that the grad

ualness that Darwin made so much about applies to lineages of itldi~ 

vidual organisms in a bushy family tree, not to entire living species ip 
a great chain. For reasons that we will cover soon, an ancestral <j.pe 
with nothing but hoots and grunts is unlikely to have given binh to a 
baby who could learn English or Kivunjo. But it did not have to; there 
was a chain ofseveral hundred thousand generations ofgrand~ 
in which such abilities could gradually blossom. To detennine when 
in fact language began, we have to look at people, and look at aniIn$, 
and note what we see; we cannot use the idea of phyh::tic continuity 
to legislate the answer from the armchair. 

The difference between bush and ladder also allows us to put ~ 
lid on a fruitless and boring debate. That debate is over what quali~ 
as Tnle Language. One side lists some qualities that human language 
has but that no animal has yet demonstrated: reference, use ofsymbol§ 
displaced in time and space from their referents, creativity, categorical 
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speech perception, consistent ordering, hierarchical structure, infinity, 
. fCcucsion, and so on. The other side finds some counterexample in 
the animal kingdom (perhaps budgies can discriminate speech sounds, 
or dolphins or parrots can attend to word order when carrying out 
commands, or some songbird can improvise indefinitely without 
repeating itself) and then gloats that the citadel ofhuman uniqueness 
has been breached. The Human Uniqueness team relinquishes that 
criterion but emphasizes others or adds new ones to the list, pro
vokingangry objections that they are moving the goalposts. To see 
how silly this all is, imagine a debate over whether flatworms have 
True Vision or houseflies have True Hands. Is an iris critical? Eye
lashes? Fingernails? Who cares? This is a debate for dictionary-writers, 

. notscientists. Plato and Diogenes were not doing biology when Plato 
defined man as a "featherless biped" and Diogenes refuted him with 

a plucked chicken. 
The fallacy in all this is that there is some line to be drawn across 

the ladder, the species on the rungs above it being credited with some 
glorious trait, those below lacking it. In the tree of life, traits like eyes 
or hands or infinite vocalizations can arise on any branch,or several 
times on different branches, some leading to humans, some not. 
There is an important scientific issue .at stake, but it is not whether 
some species possesses the true version of a trait as opposed to some 
pale imitation or vile impostor. The issue is which traits are homologous 
to which other ones. 

Biologists distinguish two kinds ofsimilarity. "Analogous" traits 
are ones that have a common function but arose on different branches 
ofthe evolutionary tree and are in an important sense not "the same" 
organ. The wings of birds and the wings ofbees are a textbook exam
ple; they are both used for flight and are similar in some ways because 
anything used fur flight has to be built in those ways, but they arose 
independently in evolution and have nothing in common beyond 
their use in flight. "Homologous" traits, in contrast, may or may not 
have a common function, but they descended from a common.ances
tor and hence have some common structure that bespeaks their being 
"the same" organ. The wing of a bat, the front leg ofa horse, the 
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flipper of a seal, the claw of a mole, and the hand of a num;mllll 

very different functions, but they are all modifications of the 
of the ancestor of all mammals, and as a resul~ they share 
tional traits like the number ofbones and the ways they are co~ 
To distinguish analogy from homology, biologists usually look. 
overall architecture of the organs and fOCus on their mos~ 
properties-ilie useful ones could have arisen independently 
lineages beclluse they are useful (a nuisance to taxonomists 
vergent evolution). We deduce that bat wings are really hands 
we can see the wrist and count the joints in the fingers, and 
that is not the only way that nature could have built a wing. 

The interesting question is whether human language is 
gous to-biologically "the same thing" as-anything in the 
animal kingdom. Discovering a similarity like sequential orderuu 
pointless, especially when it is found on a remote branch that is 
not ancestral to humans (birds, for example). Here primates are 
vant, but the ape-trainers and their fans are playing by the wrong I 
Imagine that their wildest dreams are realized and some chimJ)ll 
can be taught to produce real signs, to group and order them 
tently to convey meaning, to use them spontaneously to 
events, and so 011. Does that show that the human ability to. 
language evolved from the chimp ability to learn the artificial 
system? Of course not, any more than a seagull's wings show 
evolved from mosquitos. Any resemblance between the chimps· 
bol system and human language would not be a legacy oftheir 
mon ancestor; the features of the symbol system were deli\)( 
designed by the scientists and acquired by the chimps because 
useful tv them then and there. To check for homology, one 
have to find some signature trait that reliably emerges both in 
symbol systems and in human language, and that is not so . 
able to communication that it was likely to have emerged twice, 
in the course ofhuman evolution and once in the lab meetings 
psychologists as they contrived the system to teach their apes. 
could look for such signatures in development, checking the 
some echo of the standard human sequence from syllable babbling 
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babbling to first words to two-word sequences to a grammar 
. One could look at the developed grammar, seeing if apes 

9X favor some specimen ofnouns and verbs, inflections, X-bar 
roots and stems, auxiliaries in second position inverting to 

questions, or other distinctive aspects ofuniversal human gram
(These structures are not so abstract as to be undetectable; they 

.of the data when linguists first looked at American Sign Lan
and creoles, for example.) And.one could look at neuroanat

checking for control by the left perisylvian regions of the conex, 
~ar more anterior, dictionary more posterior. This line of 
ioning, routine in biology since the nineteenth century, has 
been applied to chimp signing, though one can make a good 

ofwhat the answers would be. 

plausible is it that the ancestor to language first appeared after 
branch leading to humans split off' from the branch leading to 

Not very, says Philip Lieberman, one of the scientists who 
that vocal tract anatomy and speech control are the only things 

modified in evolution, not a grammar module: "Since Dar
natural selection involves small incremental steps that enhance 

present function of the specialized module, the evolution of a 
module is logically impossible." Now, something has gone seri
awiy in this argument. Humans evolved from single-celled 

Single-celled ancestors had no arms, legs, hean, eyes, liver, 
SO on. TherefOre eyes and livers are logically impossible. 
; The point that the argument misses is that although natural 

involves incremental steps that enhance functioning, the 
~cements do not have to be an existing module. They can slowly 

a module out of some previously nondescript stretch of anat
or out of the nooks and crannies between existing modules, 
the biologists Stephen Jay Gould and Richard Lewontin call 

...udrels," from the architectural term for the space between two 
An example of a new module is the eye, which has arisen de 

some fony separate times in animal evolution. It can begin in an 
organism with a patch ofskin whose cells are sensitive to light. 
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The patch can deepen into a pit, cinch up into a sphere with a hoL~ 
front, grow a translucent cover over the hole, and so on, each 
allowing the owner to detect events a bit better. An example j 
module growing out of bits that were not originally a module 
elephant's trunk. It is a brand-new organ, but homologies su~· 
that it evolved from a fusion of the nostrils and some of the 
muscles of the extinct elephant-hyrax common ancestor, 

radical complications and refinements. 
Language could have arisen, and probably did arise, in a 

way: by a revamping of primate brain circuits that originally had 
role in vocal communication, and by the addition of some new onq. 
The neuroanatomists Ai Galaburda and Terrence Deacon have discOY~ 
ered areas in monkey brains that correspond in location, 
cabling, and cellular composition to the human language areas. F()r 

example, there are homologues to Wernicke's and Broca's areas and •. 
band offibers connecting the two, just as in humans. The regions 
not involved in producing the monkeys' calls, nor are they invoJ 
in producing their gestures. The monkey seems to use the 
corresponding to Wernicke's area and its neighbors to reco~, 
sound sequences and to discriminate the calls of other monkeys.rror.! 
its own calls. The Broca's homologues are. involved in control 
the muscles ofthe face, mouth, tongue, and larynx, and various 
gions of these homologues receive inputs from the parts of the t 

dedicated to hearing, the sense of touch in the mouth, tongue, 
larynx, and areas in which streams of information from all the 
converge. No one knows exactly why this ~gement is found 
monkeys and, presumably, their common ancestor with humans, 
the arrangement would have given evolution some parts it could 
ker with to produce the human language circuitry, perhaps exploi4Ol 

the confluence ofvocal, auditory, and other signals there. 
Brand-new circuits in this general territory could have 

too. Neuroscientists charting the cortex with electrodes have 
sionally found mutant monkeys who have one extra visual map in 
brains compared to standard monkeys (visual maps are the 
stamp-sized brain areas that are a bit like internal graphics 
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Jl:gistering the contours and motions of the visible world in a dis

tDrted picture). A sequence of genetic changes that duplicate a brain 
or circuit, reroute its inputs and outputs, and frob, twiddle, and 

tweak its internal connections could manufacture a genuinely new 

brain module. 
. Brains can be rewired only if the genes that control their wiring 

have changed. This brings up another bad argument about why chimp 

figning must be like human language. The argument is based on the 
inding that chimpanzees and humans share 98% to 99% of their 

DNA, a factoid that has become as widely circulated as the supposed 
rourhundred Eskimo words for snow (the cornic strip Zippy recently 
quoted the figure as "99.9%"). The implication is that we must be 

?9% similar to chimpanzees. 
'1' But geneticists are appalled at such reasoning and take pains to 

it in the same breath that they report their results. The recipe for 
embryological souffle is so baroque that small genetic changes can 

enormous effects on the final product. And a 1% difference is not 

so small. In terms of the information content in the DNA it is 
o megabytes, big enough for the Universal Grammar with lots of 

left over for the; r~st ofthe instructions on how to tum a chimp 
a human. Indeed, a 1% difference in total DNA does not eVen 

that only 1% of human and chimpanzee genes are different. It 

.~glJld, in theory, mean that 100% of human and chimpanzee gt:nes 

....~ different, each by 1%. DNA is a discrete combinatorial code, so a 

l~ difference in the DNA for a gene can be as significant as a 100% 
difference, just as changing one bit in every byte, or one letter in every 
W9rd, can result in a neW text that is 100% different, not 10% or 20% 

pifferent. The reason, fOf DNA, is that even a single amino-acid sub
.t;itution can change the shape ofa protein enough to alter its function 
Wlllpletely; this is what happens in m411Y fatal genetic diseases. Data 

genetic similarity are useful in figuring out how to connect up a 
fMnily tree (for example, whether gorillas branched off from a com

ancestor. of humans and chimps or humans branched off from a 
WIDmon ancestor of chimps and gorillas) and perhaps even to date 
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the divergences using a "molecular clock." But they say nothing 

about how similar the organisms' brains and bodies are. 

The ancestral brain could have been rewired only if the new circui~ 
had some effect on perception and behavior. The first steps toward 
human language are a mystery. This did not stop philosophers in ~ 
nineteenth century from offering fanciful specl,l.lations, such as th~ 
speech arose as imitations of animal sounds or as oral gestures ~~ 
resembled the objects they represented, and linguists subsequen#1 
gave these speculations pejorative names like the bow-wow theoryap,d 
the ding-dong theory. Sign language has frequently been sugges~ 
as an intermediate, but that was before scientists discovered that ~i$H 
language was every bit as complex as speech. Also, signing seems.tQ 
depend on Broca's and Wernicke's areas, which are in close proximity 
to vocal and auditory areas on the cortex, respectively. To the extent 
that brain areas for abstract computation are placed near the celue~ 
that process their inputs and outputs, this would suggest that speecq 
is more basic. If I were forced to think about intermediate steps,! 
might ponder the vervet monkey alarm calls studied by Cheney and 
Seyfarth, one of which warns of eagles, one of snakes, and one·of 

leopards. Perhaps a set of quasi-referential calls like these came under 
the voluntary control of the cerebral cortex, and came to be produced 
in combination for complicated events; the ability to analyze combi
nations ofcalls was then applied to the parts ofeach cill. But I admit 
that this idea has no more evidence in its favor than the ding-dong 
theory (or than Lily Tomlin's suggestion that the first human sentence 

was "What a hairy back!"). 
Also unknown is when, in the lineage beginning at the chimp

human common ancestor, proto-language first evolved, or the rate at 
which itdeveloped into the modem language instinct. In the tradition 
of the drunk looking for his keys under the lamppost because that is 
where the light is best, many archaeologists have tried to infer our 
extinct ancestors' language abilities from their tangible remnants such 
as stone tools and dwellings. Complex artifacts are thought to reflect a 
complex mind which could benefit from complex language. Regional 
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variation in tools is thought to suggest cultural transmission, which 
depends in tum on generation-to-generation commlllligtion, per

haps via language. However, I suspect that any investigation that 
depends on what an ancient group left behind will seriously underesti
mate the antiquity of language. There are many modem hunter
gatherer peoples with sophisticated language and technology, but 
their baskets, clothing, baby slings, boomerangs, tents, traps, bows 
and arrows, and poisoned spears are not made ofstone and would rot 
into nothing quickly after their departure, obscuring their linguistic 
~ompetence from future archaeologists. 

Thus the first traces of language could have appeared as early as 
4ustralopithecus ajarensis (first discovered as the famous "Lucy" fos
sil), at 4 million years old our most ancient fossilized ancestor. Or 
perhaps even earlier; there are few fossils from the time between the 
human-chimp split 5 to 7 million years ago and A. ajarensis. Evidence 
ror a lifestyle into which language could plausibly be woven gets better 
with later species. Homo habil~ which lived about 2.5 to 2 million 
years ago, left behind caches of stone tools that may have been home 
bases or local butchering stations; in either case they· suggest some 
~egree ofcooperation and acquired technology. Habitiswas also con
jderate enough to have left us some oftheir skulls, which bear faint 
imprints of the wrinkle patterns of their brains. Broca's area is large 
and prominent enough to be visible, as are the supramarginal and 
angular gyri (the language areas shown in the brain diagram in Chap
ter 10), and these areas are larger in the left hemisphere. We do not, 
however, know whether habilines used them for language; remember 
that even monkeys have a small homologue to Broca's area. Homo 
rrecoo, which spread from Africa across much of the old world from 
1.5 million to 500,000 years ago (all the way to China and Indonesia), 
controlled fire and almost everywhere used the same symmetric:al, 
well-crafted stone hand-axes. It is easy to imagine some furm oflan
guage contributing to such successes, though again we cannot be 
sure. 

Modem Homo sapiens, which is thought to have appeared about 
200,000 years ago and to have spread out of Africa 100,000 years 

http:seems.tQ
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ago, had skulls like ours and much more elegant and complex tOQl$, 

showing CODSiderable regional variation. It is hard to believe that 
lacked language, given that biologically they were us, and all biolo»:,,; 

cally modem humans have language. This elementary fact, by the WlW. 
demolishes the date most commonly given in magazine articles ap4, 
textbooks for the origin oflanguage; 30,000 years ago, the age of~ 

gorgeous cave art and decorated artifacts of Cro-Magnon humans ~. 

the Upper Paleolithic. The major branches of humanity diverged well 
before then, and all their descendants have identical language ab~ 

therefore the language instinct was probably in place well before .•~ 

cultural fads of the Upper Paleolithic emerged in Europe. Indeeq, ~ 
logic used by archaeologists (who are largely unaware of psycl:to~ 

guistics) to pin language to that date is faulty. It depends on~~ 

being a single "symbolic" capacity underlying art, religion, decora~ 

tools, and language, which we now know is false (just think oflin~ 
tic idiot savants like Denyse and Crystal from Chapter 2, or, for 

matter, any normal tbcee"year-old). 
One other ingenious bit ofevidence has been applied to lan~} 

origins. Newborn babies, like other mammals, have a larynx thataA 
rise up and engage the rear opening of the nasal cavity, allowing 

pass from nose to lungs avoiding the mouth and throat. 

become human at three months when their larynx descends to 
rion low in their throats. This gives the tongue the space 

both up and down and back and foctb, changing the shape of 
resonant cavities and defining a large number of possible 

it comes at a price. In The Origin ofSpecies Darwin noted "the l'I.i'iUJI!IIl 

fact that every particle offood and drink which we swallow has to 

over the orifice of the trachea, with some risk of falling in~o 
lungs." Until the recent invention of the Heimlich maneuver, 

ing on fuod was the sixth leading cause of accidental death in 

United States, claiming six thousand victims a year. The positiom. 
of the larynx deep in the throat, and the tongue far enough low 
back to articulate a range of vowels, also compromised breatbing 

chewing. Presumably the communicative benefits outweighed 

physiological costs. 
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Lieberman and his colleagues have tried to reconstruct the vocal 
tracts ofextinct hominids by deducing where the larynx and its associ
ated muscles could have fit into the sp;tceat the base of their fossilized 

skulls. They argue that all species prior to modem Homo sapiens, 
including Neandectbals, had a standard mammalian airway with its 
ceduc;:ed space ofpossible vowels. Lieberman suggests that until mod

em Homo sapiens, language must have been quite rudimentary. But 
Neanderthals have their loyal defenders and Lieberman's claim 

remains controversial. Ip any case, e lengeege weth e smell nember ef 
vewels cen remeen quete expresseve, so we cannot conclude that a 

. hominid with a restricted vowel space had little language. 

Scl ~ I have talked about when and how the language instinct might 
have evolved, but not why. In a chapter ofThe Origin ofSpecies, Dar

wjp painstakingly argued that his theory of natural selection could 
account for the evolution of instincts as well as bodies. Iflanguage is 
Jilce other ins$cts, presumably it evolved by natural selection,' the 
only successful scientific explanation ofcomplex biological traits. 

Chomsky, one might thiitk, would have everything to gain by 
tu'oundina: his controversial theory about a language origin in the firm 

ofevolutionary theory, and in some of his writings he has 
at a connection. B4t more often he is skeptical: 

It is perfectly safe to attribute this development [ofinnate men
tal structure] to "natural selection," so long as we realize that 
there is no substance to this assertion, that it amounts to noth
ing more than a belief that there is some naturalistic explana
tion for these phenomena. . .. In studying the evolution of 
mind, we cannot guess to what extent there are physically pos. 
sible alternatives to, say, transformational generative grammar, 

for an organism meeting certain other physical conditions char
acteristic of humaJls. Conceivably, there are none-or very 


few-in which case talk about eVQlutio,n of the language capa.c
jty is beside the point. 


Can the problem [the evolution of language] be addressed 

. today? In fact, little is known about these matters. Evolutionary 
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theory is infonnative about many things, but it has little to say, 
as of now, about questions of this nature. The answers~y 
well lie not so much in the theory of natural selection as in 
molecular biology, in the study of what kinds of physical srs
tems can develop under the conditions oflife on earth and why,· 
ultimately because of physical principles. It surely cannot be) 
assumed that every trait is specifically selected. In the case Of 
such systems as language ... it is not easy even to imagine'l: 
course ofselection that might have given rise to them. 

What could he possibly mean? Could there be a language or~ 
evolved by a process different from the one we have always been 1 
responsible for the other. organs? Many psychologists, impatie!lt 
arguments that cannot ~ fit into a slogan, pounce on such stat~ 
and ridicule Chomsky as a crypto-creationist. They are wrong, 

I think Chomsky is wrong too. 
To understand the issues, we first ~ust understand me 1U19~11 

Darwin's theory of natural selection. Evolution and natural selectial:t 
are not the same thing. Evolution, the fact that spede$ change 
time because ofwhat Darwin called "descent with modification,~? 
already widely accepted in Darwin's time but was attributed to 
now-discredited processes such as Lamarck's inheritance of acquin!d; 
characteristics and some internal urge or drive to develop ip a 
tion of increasing complexity culminating in humans. What 
and Alfred Wallace. discovered and. emphasized was a particuJ 
of evolution, natural selection. Natural selection applies to any 
entities with the properties of multipli&ation, pariation, and 
Multiplication means that the entities copy themselves, that the 
are also capable of copying themselves, and so on. Variation 
that the copying is not perfect; errors crop up from time to time, 
these errors may give an entity traits that enable it to copy 
higher or lower rates relative to other entities.· Heredity means 
variant trait produced by a copying error reappears in subsequent 
ies, so the trait is perpetuated in the lineage. Natural selection is 
mathematically necessary outcome that any traits that foster superior 
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"plication will tend to spread through the population over many gen
crapons. As a result, the entities will come to have traits that appear 

have been designed for effective replication, including traits that 
means to this end, like the ability to gather energy and materials 

the environment and to safeguard them from competitors. 
Tl1ese replicating entities are what we recogni~ as "organisms," and 
the replication-enhancing tra,its they accumulated by this process are 

"adaptations. " 
At thj.s point many people teel proud of themselves for spotting 
they think is a fatal flaw. H Aha! The theory is circular! All it says is 

tbunaits that lead to effective replication lead to effective replication. 
Io.T_...Jtal selection is 'the survival of the fittest' and the definition of 

fittest' is 'those who survive.' " Nod! The power ofthe theory of 
.~ selection is that it connects two independent and very different 

The first idea is the appearance of design. By "appearance of 
" I mean something that an engineer could look at and sunnise 

.t,llat its parts are shaped and arranged so as to carry out some function. 
Give an optical engineer an eyeball from an unknown species, and the 
~eer could immediately tell that it is designed for forming an 
iplage ofthe surroundings: it is built like a camera, with a transparent 

.. Jens, contractable diaphragm, and so on. Moreover, an image-forming 

. device is not just any old piece ofbrie-a-brac but a tool.that is useful 
finding food and mates, escaping from enemies, and so OJl. Natural 

~ection explains how this design came to be, using a se&ond idea: the 
aauarial statistics ofreproduction in the organism's ancestors. Take a 
Jood look at the two ideas: 

1. 	A part of an orgapism appears to have been engineered to 
enhance its reproduction. 

2. That organism's ancestors reproduced more effectively than 
their competitors. 

Note that ( 1) and (2) are logically independent. They are about differ
things: engineering design, and birth and death rates. They are 

different organisms: the one you're interested ip, and its ances-
You can. say that an organism has good vision and that good 
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vision should help it reproduce (1), without knowing how well that 
organism, or any organism, in fact reproduces (2). Since "desigu.~! 
merely implies an enhanced probability of reproduction, a p~ 
organism with well-designed vision may, in fact, not reproduce at 
Maybe it will be struck by lightning. Conversely, it may have a 
sibling that in fact reproduces bener, if, for instance, the samellll'hI 
ning bolt killed a predator who had the sibling in its sights. The 
of natural selection says that (2), the ancestors' birth and death l'alqf 

is the explanation for (1), the organism's engineering design-so it. 
not circular in the least. 

. This means that Chomsky was too flip when he dismissed 
selection as having no substance, as nothing more than a belief 
there is some naturalistic explanation for a trait. In fact, it is 
easy to show that a trait is a product of selection. The trait h~ to 
hereditary. It has to enhance the probability of reproduction of 
organism, relative to organisms without the trait, in an envirotlll!~ 
like the one its ancestors lived in. There has to have been a sufficie~~; 
long lineage of similar organisms in the past. And because natl1rll3' 
selection has no foresight, each intermediate stage in the evolutio" 
an organ must have conferred some reproductive advantage Oil 
possessor. Darwin noted that his theory made strong predictions 
could easily be falsified. All it would take is the discovery ofa trait 
showed signs of design but that <!-ppeared somewhere other ~an 
the end of a linage of replicators that could have used it to help 
their replication. One example wou!d be the existence of a 
designed only for the beauty of nature, such as a beautiful but 
bersome peacock tail evolving in moles, whose potential mates are 
blind to be attracted to it. Another would be a complex organ 
can exist in no useful intermediate form, such as a part-wing 
could not have been useful for anything until it was one hundred 
cent ofits current size and shape. A third would be an organism 
was not produced by an entity that can replicate, such as some 
that spontaneously grew out of rocks, like a crystal. A fourth would· 
be a trait designed to benefit an organism other than the one _ 
caused the trait to appear, such as horses evolving saddles. In tlv: 
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strip LFI Abner) the cartoonist AI Capp featured selfless organ
Ums called shmoos that laid chocolate cakes instead of eggs and that 
cheerfully barbecued themselves so that people could enjoy their deli

.	dow boneless meat. The discovery of a real-life shmoo would 
iIlStantly refute Darwin. 

..Hasty dismissals aside, Chomsky raises a real issue when he brings 
up alternatives to natural selection. Thoughtful evolutionary theorists 
aUlce Darwin have been adamant that not every beneficial trait is an 
adaptation to be explained by natural selection. When a flying fish 

the water, it is extremely adaptive for it to reenter the water. 
Jqt we do not need natural selection to explain this happy event; grav
ity will dp just fine. Other traits, too, need an explanation different 

selection. Sometimes a trait is not an adaptation in itself but a 
coJJ.Sequence of something else th~t.is an adaptation. There is no 

:aqyantage to our bones being white instead of green, but there is an 
"~antage to our bones being rigit;i; building them out of calcium is 
Oij~ way to make them rigid, and calcium happens to pe white. Some-' 
Jimes a trait is constrained by its history, like the S-bend in our spine 
m~t we inherited when four legs became bad and two legs good. 

traits may just be impossible to grow within the constraints of 
~bpdy plan and the way the genes build the Pady. The biologist J .B.S. 
ij~dane once said that there are two reasons why humans do not tum 

angels: moral imperfection and a body plan that cannot accom

both arms and wings. And sometimes a trait comes about by 
J"umb luck. Ifenough time passes in a small population oforganisms, 
.all kinds ofcoincidences will be preserved in it, a process called genetic 
4J::ill,:. for example, in a particular generation all the stripeless organ
i$'ws might be hit by lightnin~ or die without issue; stripedness will 
~~ thereafter, whatever its advantages or disadvantages. 

Stephen Jay Gould and Richard Lewontin have accused biolo
gists (unfairly, most believe) of ignoring these alternative forces and 
putting too much stock in natural selection. They ridicule such expla

c1Jations as "just-so stories," an allusion to Kipling's whimsical tales of 
bpw various animals got their body parts. Gould and Lewontin's 
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essays have been influential in the cognitive sciences, and Cho.msky:?$> 
skepticism that narural selectio.n can explain human language is in.tbc. 
spirit o.f their critique. 

But Go.uld and Lewo.ntin's potsho.ts do. no.t pro.vide a useful: 
mo.del o.f ho.w to. reason about the evo.lutio.n o.f a co.mplex trait. Que. 
o.f their go.als was to. undermine theo.ries o.f human behavio.r that they 
envisio.ned as having right-wing po.litical implicatio.ns. The critiqUQ 
alSo. reflect their day-to.-day professio.nal co.ncerns. Gould is a paleoq:;. 
to.lo.gist, and paleo.nto.lo.gists study o.rganisms after they have turned 
into. ro.cks. They look mo.re at grand patterns in the histo.ry o.flife tha,q. 
at the wo.rkings o.f an individual's lo.ng-defunct o.rgans. When thc::y· 
disco.ver, fo.r example, that the dino.saurs were extinguished by 3$ 

astero.id slamming into. the earth and blacking o.utthe sun, small dif
ferences in repro.ductive advantages understandably seem beside 
point. Lewo.ntin is a geneticist, and geneticists tend to. look at the raw 
code o.f the genes and their statistical variatio.n in a po.pulatio.n, rather 
than the co.mplex o.rgans they build. Adaptatio.n can seem like a min.·. 
fo.rce to. them, just as someo.ne examining the l's and O's o.f a co.m
puter program in machine language witho.ut kno.wing what the pro-' 
gram does might co.nclude that the patterns are witho.l,1t design. 'I'he'. 
mainstream in mo.dern evo.lutio.nary bio.lo.gy is better represented by. 
bio.lo.gists like Geo.rge Williams, Jo.hn Maynard Smith, and Ernst 
Mayr, who. are co.ncerned with the design o.f who.le living o.rganisms: 

c 

Their co.nsensus is that natural selectio.n has a very special placeia 
evo.lutio.n, and that the existence o.f alternatives do.es not mean that: 
the explanatio.n o.f a bio.lo.gical trait is up fo.r grabs, depending o.n1y~ 
the taste o.fthe explainer. 

The bio.lo.gist Richard Dawkins has explained this reaso.ning 
lucidly in his bo.o.k The Blind Watchmaker. Dawkins no.tes that the 
fundamental problem o.fbio.lo.gy is to. explain "co.mplex design." The 
pro.blem was appreciated well befo.re Darwin. The theo.lo.gian William 
Paley wrote: 

In cro.ssing a heath, suppose I pitched my fOot against a Hone, 

and were asked ho.w the stone came to. be there; I might po.ssi-
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blyanswer, that, fo.r anything I knew to. the co.ntrary, it had 
lain there for ever: no.r wo.uld it perhaps be very easy to sho.w 
the absurdity Df this answer. But suppose I had fo.und a watch 
upon the grDund, and it sho.uld be inquired ho.w the watch 
happened to. be in that place; I sho.uldhardly thlnk Df the 
answer which I had befo.re given, that fDr anything I knew, the 
watch might have always been there. 

}lllley no.ted that a watch has a delicate arrangement o.f tiny gears and 
sPfings .that fupctio.n to.gether to. indicate thetirne. Bits o.f rock do. no.t 
~Qfitaneo.usly exudemetal which fo.rms itself into. gears and springs 
which then ho.p into an arrangement that keeps time. We are forced 
t{l t:o.nqude that the watch had an artificer who. designed the watch 

m!h the go.al o.f timekeeping in mind. But an o.rgan like an eye is even 
w,?~e co.mplexly and purpo.sefiilly designed than a watch. The eye h~ 
a transparent protective co.rnea, a focusing lens, a light-sensitive retina 
a~the focal plane o.f the lens, an iris whose diameter changes with the 

iUUfIlinatio.n, muscles that mo.ve o.ne eye in tandem wi$ the o.ther, 
a.qp neural circuits that detect edges, co.l<;>r, mo.tio.n, and depth. It is 
impo.ssible to. make sense o.f the eye witho.ut no.ting that it appears to., 
~ve been designed fo.r seeing-if fo.r no. Dther reaso.n than that it 
~plays an uncanny resemblance to. the man-made camera. Ifa watch 
elltails a watchmaker and a qunera~tails a cameramaker, then an eye 
c;ntails an eyemaker, namely God. Biolo.gists to.day do. no.t disagree 
with Paley's laying o.ut o.f the pro.blem. They disagree o.nly with his 

solutio.n. Darwin is histo.ry's. most impo.rtant bio.lo.gist because he 
mo.wed ho.w such "organs o.f eUreme perfectio.n and co.mplicatio.n" 
co.uld arise fro.m the purely physical process o.f natural selectio.n. 

And here is the key Po.int. Natural selectio.n is no.t just a scientifi
cally respectable alternative to. divine creatio.n. It is the (lnly alternative 

that can explain the evo.lutio.n o.f a co.mplex o.rgan like the eye. The 
reason that the cho.ice is so. stark-,-God o.rnatural selectio.n-is that 
structures that can do. what the eye does are extremely lo.w-pro.babili~ 
arrangements o.f matter. By an unimaginably large margin, mo.st 
objects thro.wn to.gether o.ut o.f generic stuff, even generic animal stuff, 
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cannot bring an image into focus, modulate incoming light, and 
detect edges and depth boundaries. The animal stuff in an eye seems 
to have been assembled with the goal ofseeing in mind-but in whose 
mind, ifnot God's? How else could the mere goal ofseeing well cause 
something to see well? The very special power of natural selection is 
to reQlove the paradox. What causes eyes to see well now is that they 
descended from a long line ofancestors that saw a bit better than their 
rivals, which allowed them to out-reproduce those rivals. The small. 
random improvements in seeing were retained and combined and 
concentrated over the eons, leading to better and better eyes. l'he 
ability of msny ancestors to see a bit better in the past causes a Singfe 
organism to see extTeme~ well now. 

Another way of putting it is that natural selection is the only 
process that can steer a lineage of organisms along the path in ~ 
astronomically vast space 'ofpossible bodies leading from a body with 
no eye to a body with a functioning eye. The alternatives tonaw.nt 
selection can, in contrast, only grope randomly. The odds that ~.' 
coincidences ofgenetic drift would result in just the right genes COQl':'. 
ing together to build a functioning eye are infinitesimally small. GraV;~; 
ity alone may make' a flying fish fall into the ocean, a nice big target, 
but gravity alone cannot make bits of a flying fish embryo fall in.., 
place to make a flying fish eye. When one organ develops, a bulge~~ 
tissue or some nook or cranny can come along for free, the ·way..~ 
S-bend accompanies an upright spine. But you can bet that such. a . 
cranny will not just happen to have a functioning lens and a di;l;,. 
phcagm and a retina all perfecdy arranged for seeing. It would belike 
the proverbial hurricane that blows through a junkyard and assemb1A;$ 
a Boeing 747. For these reasons, Dawkins argues that natural 
tion is not only the correct explanation for life on earth but is 
to be the correct explanation for anything we would be willing to 
"life" anywhere in the universe. 

And adaptive complexity, by the way, is also the reason that 
evolution of complex organs tends to be slow and gradual .. It is 
that large mutations and rapid change violate some law of 
It is only that complex engineering requires precise arrangements 
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delicate parts, and if the engineering is accomplished by accumulating 
random changes, those changes had better be small. Complex organs 
evolve by small steps for the same reason that a watchmaker does not 
use a sledgehammer and a surgeon does not use a meat cleaver. 

So we now know which biological traits to credit to natural selection 
and which ones to other evolutionary processes. What about lan
guage? In my mind, the conclusion is inescapable. Every discussion in 
this book has underscored the adaptive complexity of the language 
instinct. It is composed ofmany parts: syntax, wit:!:). its discrete combi
natorial system building phrase structures; morphology, a second 
combinatorial system building words; a capacious lexicon; a revamped 
vocal tract; phonological rules and structures; speech perception; pars
ing algorithms; learning algorithms. Those parts are physically realized 
as intricately structured neural circuits, laid down by a cascade ofpre
cisely timed genetic events. What these circuits make possible is an 
extraordinary gift: the ability to dispatch an infinite number of pre
cisely structured thoughts from hea~ to head by modulating exhllled 
breath. The gift is obviously useful for reproduction-think of Wil
liams' parable oflitde Hans and Fritz I:leing ordered to stay :tway from 
tQ.e fire and not to play with the saber-tooth. Randomly jigger a neural 
network or mangle a vocal tract, and you will not end up with a system 
with these capabilities. The language instinct, like the eye, is an 
example of what Darwin called "that perfection of structure and co
adaptation which jusdy excites our admiration," and as such it bears 
the unmistakable stamp ofnature's designer, natural selection. 

If CholPsky maintains that grammar shows signs of complex 
d,esign but is skeptical that natural selection manufactured it, what 
l!l~tive does he have in mind?' What he repeatedly mentions is 
physical law. Just as the flying fish is compelled to return to the water 
.	and calcium-filled bones are compelled to be white, human brains 
might, for all we know, be compelled to contain circuits for Universal 
Grammar. He writes: 

,: ,:' 

These skills [for example, learning a grammar] may well have 
aris,en as a concomitant ofstructural properties ofthe brain that 

http:tonaw.nt
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developed for other reasons. Suppose that there was selection, 

.,for bigger brains, more cortical surface, hemispheric specializa. 
'tion for analytic processing, or many other structural properties 
that can be imagined. The brain that evolved might well have 
all sorts of special properties that are not individually selected; 

there would be no miracle in this, but only the normal work~ 
ings of evolution. We have no idea, at present, how physical 
laws apply when 10111 neurons are placed in an object the size 

of a basketball, under the special conditions that arose during 
human evolution. 

We may not, just ~s we don't know how physical laws apply unde£" 
special conditions ofhurricanes sweeping through junkyards, 
possibility that there is an undiscovered corollary of the laws pfPll~ 

that causes brains ofhuman size ,<P14 sllape to dev~lop the cin::uit,ry 
Universal Grammar seems unlikely for many reasons. 

At the microscopic level, what set of physical laws could 

a surface molecule guiding an axon along.a thicket of glial cells. 
cooperate with millions of other such molecules to solder toger_ 

iustthe kinds of circuits thfit would compute something as ~£Ql 
an intelligent social species as granunaticallanguage? The vast 

ity of the astronomical number. of ways of wiring together a 
neural network would surely lead to something else: . bat so~. 

nest-building, or go-go dancing,or, most likely ofall, random 
noise. 

At the level of the whole brain, the remark that there has 
selection for bigger brains is, to be sure, common in writings 

human evolution (especially from paleoanthropologists). Given 
premise, one might naturally think that all kinds of 

abilities might come as a by-product. But ifyou think about it 
minute, you should quickly see that the premise has it backwards. 

would evolution ever have selected fur sheer bigness of brain; 
bulbous, metabolically greedy organ? A large-brained creature is 
tenced to a life that combines all the disadvantages of balancing 

watermelon on a broomstick, running in place in a down jacket, 
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jOr women, passing a large kidney stone every few years. Any selection 
o~lbrain size itself would surely have favored the pinhead. Selectio.Q. 
jOrmore powerful COplputational abilities (language, perception, rea, 

soning, and so on) must have given us a big brain as a by-product, 
not the other way around! 

But even given a big brain, language does not fall out the way 
tlIat flying fish fall out of the air. We see language in dwarfS whose 

heads are much smaller than a basketball. We also see it in hydroce
phalies whose cerebral hemispheres have been squashed into gro
tesque shapes, sometimes a thin layer lining the skull like the flesh of 
a coconut, but who are intellectually and linguistically normal. Con
versely, there are Specific Language Impairment victims with brains of 

.Q.ormal size and shape and with intact analytic processing (recall that 
one ofGopnik's subjects was fine with math and computers). All the 
c;ridence suggests that it is the precise wiring of the brain's micr()cir~ 

that makes language happen, not gross size, shape, or neuron 
packing. The pitiless laws ofphysies are unlikely to have done us the 
f,lvor ofhooking up that circuitry so that we could communicate with 
one another in words. 

Incidentally, to attribute the basic design ofthe language instinct 
to natural selection is not to indulge injust-§o storytelling that can 
spuriously "explain" any ' trait. The neuroscientist William Calvin, in 

his book The ThrtnPing MlldonnR, explains the left-brain specialization 
fur hand control, and consequently for language, as follows. Female 
hQrninids held their baby on their left sid~ so the baby would be 
calmed brtheir heartbeat. This forced the mothers to use their right 
~ for thrOwing stones at small prey. Therefore the race. became 
right-handed and left-brained. Now, this really is a just-so story; In all 
human societies that hunt, it is the men who do the hunting, not the 
women. Moreover, as a former boy I can attest that hitting an animal 

with a rock is not so easy. Calvin's thrOwing madonna is about as 

as Roger Qemenshurling split-fingered fastballs over the plate 
~th a squirming infant on his lap. In the second edition to his book 

had to explain to readers that he only meant it as a joke; he 
was trying to show that such stories are no less plausible than serious 
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adaptationist explanations. But such blunt-edged satire misses the 
point almost as much as ifit had been intended as serious. The throw
ing madonna· is qualitatively different from genuine adaptationist 
explanations, for not only is it instantly falsified by empirica1and engh 
neering considerations, but it is a nonstarter for a key theoretical rea, 
son: natural selection is an explanation for the extremely improbable. 
If brains are lateralized at all, lateralization on the left is notextremcly. 

improbable--its chances are exactly fifty·.percent! We do not need a 

circuitous tracing of left brains to anything else, for here the altema, 


tives to selection are perfectly satisfying. It is a good illustration of 

how the logiC of natural selection allows us to distinguish legitimate 


selectionist accounts from just-sO stories. 

To be fair, there are genuine problems in reconstrUcting how the lan~ 
guagefaculty might have evolved by natural sclection, though the 
psychologist Paul Bloom and I have. argued that the problems are all 
resolvable. As P. B. Medawar noted, language could not have bc~. 
in the form it supposedly took in the first recorded utterance of tlut 
infant Lord Macaulay, who after having been scalded with hot tea 
allegedly said to his hostess, "Thank you, madam, the agony is sensi· 
bly abated." If language evolved gradually, there must have been a 
sequence of intermediate forms, each useful to its possessor, andtbiS 

raises several questions. . ' 
First, if language involves, for its trUe expression, another in<ii~· 

vidual, who did the first grammar mutant talk to? One answer might 
be: the fifty percent of the brothers and sisters and sons and daughters 
who shared the new gene by common inheritance. But a more general. 
answer is that the neighbors could have partly understood what ~ 
mutant was saying even if they lacked the new-fangled circuitry, j.... 
using overall intelligence. Though we cannot parse strings like s~ 
crIJsh hospitIJ1, we can figure out what they probably mean, and 
English speakers can often do a reasonably good job understanding 

Italian newspaper. stories based on similar words and 
knowledge. If a grammar mutant is making important distinctiODl 
that can be decoded by others only with uncertainty and great _4~_1 
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effort, it could set up a pressure for them to evolve the matching sys
tem that allows those distinctions to be recovered reliably by an auto
.matic, unconscious parsing process. As I. mentioned in Chapter 8, 
natural selection can take skills that are acquired with effort and. uncer
tainty and hardwire them into the brain. Selection could have ratch~ 
etedup language abilities by favoring the speakers in each generation 
that the hearers could best decode, and the hearers who could best 
4~ode the speakers. 

A second problem is what an intermediate grammar would have 
looked like. Bates asks: 

What protoform can we possibly envision that could have given 
birth to constraints on the extraction of noun phrases from an 
embeddedcl'ause? What could. it conceivably' mean for an 
organism to possess half a symbol, or three quarters of a rule? 
... monadic symbols, absolute rules and modular systems must 
be acquired as a whole, on a yes-or-no basis--a process that 
cries out fOr a Creationist explanation. 

The question is rather odd, because it assumes that Darwin literally 
meant that organs must evolve in successively larger fractions (half, 
three quarters,' and so ~:m}.Bates' rhetorical question is like asking 
what it could c0ll.ceivably mean for an organism to possess half a head 
Qr three quarters of an elbow. Darwin's real claim, of course, is that 
organs evolve in successively more complex forms. Grammars ofinter
mediate ~0'lt!plexity are easy to imagine; they could have symbols with 
a narrower range,. rules that are less reliably applied, modules with 
fewer rules, and· so on. In a recent book Derek .Bickerton answers 
Bates even more concretely. He gives the term "protolanguage" to 

chimp signing, pidgins, child language in the two-word stage, and the 
JUlSuccessful partial language acquired after the critical period by 
Genie and other wolf-children. Bickerton suggests that Homo erectus 
spoke in protolanguage. Obviously there is still a huge gulf between 

relatively crude systems and the modem adult language instinct, 
here Bickerton makes the jaw-dropping additional suggestion 
a single mutation ina single woman, African Eve, simultaneously 
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wired in syntax, resized and reshaped the skull, and reworked the vocal 

tract. But we can extend the first halfofBickerton's argument without 

accepting the second half, which is reminiscent of hurricanes assCJll.r 
bling jetliners. The languages of children, pidgin· speakers, ill).lQi~ 
grants, tourists, aphasics, telegrams, and headlines show that .there.i$ 

a vast continuum of viable language systems varying in efficiency. and 
expressive power, exactly what the theory ofnatural selection requites. 

A third problem is that each step in the evolution ora language 

instinct, up to and including the most recent ones, must enhance fit

ness. David Premack writes: 

I challenge the reader to reconstruct the scenario that would 
confer selective fitness on recursiveness. Language evolved, it 

is conjectured, at a time when humans or protohumans were 
hunting mastodons .... Would it be a great advantage for one 
of our ancestors squatting alongside the embers, to be .able to 
remark: ';Beware of the short beast whose tront hoof Bob 

cracked when, having forgotten his own spear back at camp, he 

got in a glancing blow with the dull spear ~e borrowed from 

Jack"? 
Human language is an embarrassment for evolutionary 

theory because it is vastly more powerful than one can account 
for in terms of selective fitness. A semantic language with sim
pie mapping rules, of a kind one might suppose that the chim- . 
panzee would have, appears to confer all the advantages one" 

normally associates with discussions of mastodon hunting or 
the like. For discussions of that kind, syntactic . classes, struc

ture-dependentrules, recursion and the rest, are overly p,ower

fu1 devices, absurdly so. 

I am reminded of a Yiddish expression, "What's the matter, is 

bride too beautiful?" The objection is a bit like ~ying that thecheeta.4. 
is much faster than it has to be, or that the eagle does not need 

good vision, or that the elephant's trunk is an overly powerful 

absurdl,y so. But it is worth taking up the challenge. 
First, bear in mind that selection does not need great advantagl 
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Given the vastness ofrime, tiny advantages will do. Imagine a mouse 

that was subjected to a minuscule selection pressure for increased 

size-say, a one percent reproductive advantage for offSpring that 

were one percent bigger. Some arithmetic shows that the mouse's 
descendants would evolve to the size ofan elephant in a few thousand 

generations, an evolutionary eyeblink. 

Second, if contemporary hunter-gatherers are any guide, our 

ancestors were not grunting cave men with little more to talk about 
than which mastodon to avoid. Hunter-gatherers are accomplished 

toolmakers and superb amateur biologists with detailed knowledge of 

the life cycles, ecology, and behavior of the plants and animals they 
depend on. Language would surely have been useful in anything 

tesembling such a lifestyle. It is possible to imagine a superintelligent 
species whose isolated members cleverly negotiated their environment 

without communicating with one another, but what a waste! Therds 
a fantastic payoff in trading hard-won knowledge with kin and friends, 

~d language is obviously a major means ofdoing so. 

And grammatical devices designed fur communicating.precise 

information about time, space, objects, and who did what to whom 

. are not like the proverbial thermonuclear fly-swatter. Recursion in 


particular is extremely useful; it is not, as Premack implies, confined 


to phrases with tortuous syntax. Without recursion you can't say the 

",lIn's hilt or I think he left~ Recall that all you need for recursion is an 


~bility to embed a noun phrase inside another noun phrase, or a clause 

a clause, which fulls out ofrules as simple as "NP -+ det N PP" 

and "PP -+ P NP." With this ability.a speaker can pick out an object 
C)ll arbitrarily fine level of precision.·These abilities can make a big 

ference. It makes a difference whether a far-off region is reached by 

the trail that is in front of the large tree or the trail that the 
large tree is in front of. It makes a difference whether that region has 

~mals that you can eat or animals that can eat you. It makes a differ

~ce whether it has fruit that is ripe or fruit that was ripe or fruit that 
>will be ripe. It makes a difference whether you can get there ifyou 

walk for three days or whether you can get there and walk for three 
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Third., people everywhere depend on cooperative efforts for sur
vival, forming alliances by exchanging information and commitments; 
This too puts complex grammar to good use. It makes a difference. 
whether you understand me as saying that ifyou give me some ofyour 
fruit I will share meat that I will get, or that you should give me some 
fruit because I shared meat that I got, or that if you don't give m,~ 
some fruit I will take back the meat that I got. And once again, recur
sion is far from being an absurdly powerful device. Recursion allows 
sentences like He knows that she thinks that he isflirting with Mary and 
other means ofconveying gossip, an apparently universal human vi~ 

But could these exchanges really produce the rococo complexity 
of human grammar? Perhaps. Evolution often produces spectacq.hu
abilities when adversaries get locked into an "arms race," like the 
struggle between cheetahs and gazelles. Some anthropologists belie'!c 
that human brain evolution was propelled more by a cognitive arms 
race among social competitors than by mastery of technology and the 
physical environment. After all, it doesn't take that much brain power 
to master the ins and outs ofa rock or to get the better ofa berry. But 
outwitting and second-guessing an organism of approximatelyequaJ . 
mental abilities with non-overlapping interests, at best, and malevo,
lent intentions, at worst, makes furmidable and ever-escaiatiog 
demands on cognition. And a cognitive arms race clearly could propel 
a linguistic one. In all cultures, social interactions are mediated by 
persuasion. and argument. How a choice is framed plays a large role in 
determining which alternative people choose. Thus there could easily 
have been selection for any edge in the ability to frame an offer $Q 

that it appears to present maximal benefit and minimal cost to the 
negotiatiog partner, and in the ability to see through such attempu 
and to formulate attractive counterproposals. 

Finally, anthropologists have noted that tribal chiefs are oticQ 
both gifted orators and highly polygynous-a splendid prod to any 
imagination that cannot conceive ofhow linguistic skills could mab 
a Darwinian di.flerence. I suspect that evolving humans lived in. 
world in which language was woven into the intrigues ofpolitics, eco,. 

nomics, technology, family, sex, and friendship that played key rola. 
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in individual reproductive success. They could no more live with a 
Me-Tarzan-you-Jane level of grammar than we could. 

The brouhaha raised by the uniqueness oflanguage has many ironies. 
The spectacle of humans trying to ennoble animals by forcing them 
.to mimic human forms ofcommunication is one. The pains that have 
been taken to portray language as innate, complex, and useful but not 
a product of the one force in nature that can make innate complex 
useful things is another. Why should language be considered such a 
big deal? It has allowed humans to spread out over the planet and 
wreak large changes, but is that any more extraordinary than coral 
that build islands, earthworms that shape the landscape by building 
soil, or the photosynthesizing bacteria that first released corrosive oxy
geQ into the atmosphere, an ecological catastrophe of its timd Why 
should talking humans be considered any weirder than elephants, pen
guins, beavers, camels, rattlesnakes, hummingbirds, electric eels, leaf
mimicking insects, giant sequoias, Venus tlytraps, echolocating bats, 
or deep-sea fish with lanterns growing out of their heads? Some of 
these. creatures have traits unique to their species, others do not, 
depending only on the accidents of which of their relatives have 
become extinct. Darwin emphasized the· genealogical connectedness 
of all living things, but evolution is descent with modification, and 
. natural selection has shaped the raw materials of bodies and brains to 
fit them into countless differentiated niches. For Darwin, such is the 
"grandeur in this view of life": "that whilst this planet has gone 
cycling on according to the fixed law of gravity, from so simple a 
beginning endless forms most beautiful and wonderful have been, and 
are being, evolved." 
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